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Blue Koi 

"Best Dumplings in Town"

A colorful, hip establishment, Blue Koi is one of the best places for Asian

fusion food in Kansas City. Especially good are their dumplings (pan fried

or steamed), scallion biscuits with awesome sauce (a garlic-y dip that is

indeed awesome), and a dish called Ants on a Stick (cellophane noodles

tossed with your choice of meat or tofu). They also have many flavors of

hot and bubble tea, along with a full bar. This is a great place to come with

for a family event or a romantic date. A vibrate part of the 39th Street

community, they have art openings every first Friday.

 +1 816 561 5003  www.bluekoi.net/  1803 West 39th Street, Kansas City MO
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Genghis Khan Mongolian Grill 

"All-you-can-eat Buffet"

This casual, Westport restaurant gives diners a "hands on" dining

experience. Most diners choose the extraordinary buffet where a guest

can fill his or her plate with raw meats, vegetables, and an assortment of

spices. One of the chefs will then throw the complete assembly onto a

large round grill and prepare it. Add some fried calamari, steamed

dumplings or an egg roll, and you have a meal. Diners can also order from

a full menu.

 +1 816 753 3600  www.gkbbq.com/  3906 Bell Street, Kansas City MO
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P. F. Chang's 

"All for the Love of Chinese"

Located in The Country Club Plaza, P.F. Chang's China Bistro, is for those

who love well invented Chinese. Though the cuisine here is traditional

Chinese, it is well known for a menu that features delicacies cooked the

mandarin way but served with a contemporary twist. A full bar serves over

50 wines by glass along with a list of martinis here. The decor is as good

as the food with interiors done in darker shades and mute lightings. All in

all, the restaurant is recommended for those who want to satiate their

Chinese craving in a casual environment and seal their dinning experience

with a tempting dessert list.

 +1 816 931 9988  www.pfchangs.com/locations/us/m

o/kansas-city/102-w-47th-

st/6700-kansas-city.html

 102 West 47th Street, The Country Club

Plaza, Kansas City MO
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Bo Lings 

"Comfortable Asian Restaurant"

A comfortable, relaxing ambiance and flavorful food make this one of the

most popular Chinese restaurants in the area. With a refined, peaceful

atmosphere and plenty of booths for comfort and privacy, makes this a

favorite spot for both lunch and dinner. A vast array of menu items is

featured, including Bei Jing Roast Duck, General Tso's Chicken and

Orange Peel Shrimp. The servers are friendly, efficient and quick. This is a

great place for business meetings and intimate gatherings.

 +1 816 753 1718  www.bolings.com/  4800 Main St, Kansas City MO

Kin Lin 

"Best Lunch Specials In Town"

Located in the bustling south Plaza area, Kin Lin is a great place to stop by

for fast, delicious, authentic Chinese food. They have the best lunch

specials: USD5 gets you a giant dish of your choice, along with rice, crab

rangoon, and egg rolls. Their curry beef with French fries and almond

chicken are especially good. The place is small, but the service is friendly.

Carry-out and delivery are also options. When it isn’t hopping during lunch

time, this is also a relaxing place to sit down with a pot of tea.

 +1 816 561 4334  www.kinlinkcmo.com/  314 East 51st Street, Kansas City MO
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